
8 / M A S S - HOU S I N G W I TH UN I Q U E A P A R TMENT S

On several occasions I have designed apartment partition walls, windows, bath, kitchen are then
placed according to the desires which that familybuildings where families could design their own

apartments, and where each apartment is unique. has. Technical innovations make it possible for
the bath and kitchen, too, to be placed whereverOne project of this kind, theAgate student hous-

ing at theUniversity ofOregon, is shownonpages the family wants them.
I invited many of the family members who–. Another is the Frankfurt project de-

scribed on pages –. Yet another, unfortu- commissioned the project to a preliminary dis-
cussion of their housing project. To show themnately not built, was the housing project whose

design was commissioned by families in the Chi- what was going to happen, I gave each person a
piece of graph paper (in scale, meters wide andkusadai community inNagoya. It was designed at

 / stories (two stories with a pitched roof  meters long) and asked them to draw the
apartment they wanted for their family. I toldabove, a thirdhabitable storyhalfway into the roof

space, but the eave of the building only just above them to put whatever they wanted in there, that
we were not going to constrain them at all; andthe two-story level). The buildings are described

in more detail in chapter . that when the project started we would have the
necessary contractual and construction power toAll the buildings are about  meters wide.

There are many windows because the building put their plan into the building, without increas-
ing the price.is long and thin. Each family gets a rectangle 

meters wide and meters long, an area of m2. On the page opposite, the left-hand draw-
ings show apartments which they drew for theirWithin this rectangular area each family

may design their space as they wish; the rooms, families. The right-hand drawing is the formal

This community, for 400 families, was one of the neighborhoods where we worked with families, so that they could lay out
their own apartments. Hazama neighborhood in Chikusadai, Nagoya. Christopher Alexander and Miyoko Tsutsui
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On the left, apartment plans drawn by families. On the right, the same plans redrawn as architectural drawings.
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architectural drawing that came from their direct way. Therefore we are upset, because it is so
beautiful, the possibility of real life, such a free-sketch. The plans are immensely different from

family to family. There were very particular dom, forourchildren, is almost toomuch tobear!’’
What an extreme comment on the state ofqualities, problems, life experiences, expecta-

tions, and desires, in each individual family. It the world: that people should weep, merely be-
cause they are allowed to sketch on paper theis that, above all, which I wanted to protect

and encourage. apartment layout that they wanted for their fam-
ily.Their tears came long before any implementa-I have found that people who are used to

today’s standardized apartments are sometimes tion.Theywept, not because thiswas thepractical
realization of a dream . . . but merely becauseskeptical about the importance of this kind of

thing. Is it really helpful or necessary? Is it someone was taking them and their family seri-
ously enough, to allow this possibility to exist,worthwhile?

The real importance is strongly underlined even in their minds, and on a tiny square of paper.
Even I, with my assumptions about the im-by something that happened in one of the early

sessions. As usual, I had given a group of about portance of this kind of thing, was astonished
that the process had such a direct impact. Thereseven or eight men and women a piece of paper

and asked them to draw the apartment they were tears in other people’s eyes, too. Nearly all
were overcome with emotion, just at being ablewanted for their families. Put what you want

in it. to draw what they thought might be the ideal
apartment for their family.It did not take very long for them to put

downwhat they thought would be an ideal apart- But the story has a tragic ending. Finally,
although % of the families voted to have thisment for their family.

To my great surprise, two of them were project, although costs were the same or lower
than the standard highrise buildings of the mu-openly weeping while they did it. I asked them

why they were crying and received this answer: nicipality, and although the city of Nagoya had
promised to meet their wishes, in the end the‘‘We are people who have been living in mass

housing in Nagoya. It was almost unthinkable, officials of the municipality refused to complete
the work, and the families were forced to livealmost unimaginable to us that our ordinary ne-

cessities could be put into a building in such a in standard mass housing after all.

9 / A F A C TO R Y AND I T S I N D I V I D U A L WORK S P A C E S

In , my company built offices and work- people, within these general area designations;
and within those roughly worked out work areas,shops for a small children’s clothing factory,

Sweet Potatoes, in Berkeley, California. The part each individual sketched out the workstation
which was most comfortable to them.of the factory we built was the research and de-

velopment section where new designs and meth- We then built the workrooms directly from
these on-site sketches, using an advanced system,ods of fabrication were tested.

We started by using a layout process inwhich similar to the system we later developed for Her-
man Miller (see pages –). In this processthe factory team— about fifteen people—

worked together to divide the area into groups ac- the workspaces were built cheaply, custom-
tailored to the configuration as a whole and tocording to the centers that were needed; each area

for a work groupwas then laid out by three or four the needs of the individuals who worked there.
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